Phospho-dependent protein recognition motifs contained in C/EBP family of transcription factors: in silico studies.
CCAAT/enhancer-binding proteins (C/EBPs) are transcriptional regulators implicated in cell proliferation, differentiation, survival, and tumorigenesis. Their biological activities require interactions with several protein partners. This report presents insights from in silico analysis aimed at identifying phosphorylation-dependent protein recognition motifs in C/EBPs. (1) All C/EBP variants contain intrinsically disordered Ser/Thr- and Pro-rich segments with potential docking sites for WW and Polo-box domains of prolyl isomerase Pin1 and Polo-like kinases (Plks), respectively. (2) Consensus phosphorylation sequences for Plks are located in a highly conserved region of transactivation domains, suggesting that Plks might modulate transcriptional activities of C/EBPs in a cell cycle-dependent manner. (3) Phosphorylation at these positions, as well as at conserved Ser in the extended basic region, would create phosphoserine-containing motifs (pSXXF/Y/I/L), which could be recognized by BRCT repeats containing proteins such as the PAX-transactivation-domain-interacting protein (PTIP), and the breast cancer-associated protein (BRCA1). Proteins containing BRCT domains serve as scaffolds, mediating protein-protein interactions and formation of functional multiprotein complexes involved in DNA repair and cell cycle control. These findings add a new perspective to studies aimed at elucidation of molecular mechanisms underlying the diverse functions of C/EBPs.